E-crime has had various definitions for different countries and organizations. There is no universal definition of E-crime and therefore the interpretation is left to cybercrime investigators and judges to apply related crimes to within the scope where possible.
1.1.11 E-crime in this legal brief will be referred to as any crime committed or aided by use of electronic operations targeting computer systems security, data processed by them, disruptions of IT infrastructure, possession/distributing information by means of a computer system or network. (Computer Hope, 2019) possess special skills in coding computer programming tools or exploit vulnerabilities in a specific target device or network for access of secured information leading to either altering or disrupting system and or security features of either the device or network. Kelly also charged with number of cases relating to TalkTalk hacking attack and blackmail, but after several adjournment of the case, (Westlaw , 2019) on 19 th November 2018 at the Central Criminal Court the appellant was sentenced to twelve months imprisonment on the two counts i.e. count 6 (eight months) and count 8
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(concurrent term of seven months imprisonment).
3.5 BAE Systems was tasked to investigate the case after TalkTalk became aware of potential latency issues on its website as per (Westlaw , 2019) , continued/repeated blackmail directed to then Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Dido Harding for demands of bitcoins in exchange of data stolen, National Criminal Agency (NCA) were informed of the attack.
3.6
The appellant and Hanley lived in Tamworth and knew each other, Hanley was a dedicated Computer hacker who according to (Westlaw , 2019) when he realized police were after him wiped his computer but fortunately police were able to obtain evidential information of his Skype conversation with the appellant detailing/admitting how he hacked to TalkTalk database and file exchange between the two.
3.7
The appellant (Westlaw , 2019) supplied the dump file to online user referred to as 'Reign' with full knowledge that Hanley and Reign were involved with fraud and hacking. The dump file consisted of personal and financial details of 8,000 TalkTalk customers. Reign later supplied the appellant with list of personal data and website details and passwords which he submitted to Hanley. The files were later used for further hacking.
3.8
The appellant in is plea (Westlaw , 2019) admitted having not known the impact of his actions to the victims while Hanley said his actions were not money motivated and bemoaned to have done such an activity.
3.9
Examination reports of the defendants brought to the Judges (Westlaw , 2019) assessed the appellant to be of low risk of offending and low risk of harm while Hanley was assessed to be of low risk to harm to others with probation officer considered him to be a vulnerable within a custodial environment due to his history of anxiety and low self-esteem therefore non-custodial sentence was preferred.
3.10
The judges in their sentencing remarks (Westlaw , 2019) noted that, both defendants were significantly involved in planning attacks of computer systems of TalkTalk Company, they also didn't report the vulnerabilities in the company systems, further, the actions of the two lead along with others to gain access to the company confidential data that included customers information, causing loss of £77 million, supplied confidential information to others causing misery and distress to thousands.
Issues 4.1
The appellant (Westlaw , 2019) raised three grounds of appeal in relation to the sentence given by the lower court judge as shown below.
4.1.1 First, (Westlaw , 2019) by reducing starting point from 20 months to twelve months, giving appellant full onethird credit after pleading guilty until four months after plea and case hearing and four months before trial which shows he was more generous. Therefore, the appeal court held that, (Westlaw , 2019 ) the sentence passed cannot be described as excessive, or disparity between appellant and Hanley.
6.3 The third issue, (Westlaw , 2019) 
7.2.2
The judge also concluded that, she could not suspend the sentence in view of the seriousness of the offending.
Analysis 8.1
The case is interesting and has significant impact to cases related to e-crime as it's among the cases that shocked the world on how young teenagers were able to compromise systems security of a big company. (Westlaw , 2019) if the hacker performs the following; decides to take the data to publish, blackmail legitimate owner with a threat of publishing the data, use the data to launch other attacks, duplicate the accessed database or does an illegal activity.
The intentions of the hacker determine if the actions contain mens rea
8.3
Although the judges were candid in delivering their opinion based on the case, but I found it lacking depth in terms of other case laws for informed decisions and wider scope of passing stiffer punishment as a way of deterrence.
8.4
Citing the definition of e-crime, facts of the case and submissions before the court, the following legislations were contravened; Computer Misuse Act 1990, The Frauds Act
2006, Protection to Harassment Act 1997, Criminal Damage Act 1971 and Data
Protection Act 1998.
8.5
The act (Protection to Harassment Act, 1997) section 1 (1) a, b, (2) 
8.9
In the case of R v Whiteley 1991, (Casey, 2004 ) the court of appeal held that what the criminal damage act required to be proved was that tangible property had been damaged and not necessary that the damage itself should be tangible.
8.10
While it may be challenging for the prosecution to proof in this case the accused acted intentionally, enough evidence based on admission interview exist to show that they acted recklessly. On his part the appellant offered to act as the link person between Hanley and online fraudsters with full knowledge the dump file contained customers personal details which were under custody of TalkTalk Company as one of their key assets for business operations. The company also reported potential website latency which was as a result of the hacking.
8.11
Referring to the judge reasoning that the co-accused in (R v Connor Douglas Therefore, careful analysis of the facts presented demonstrates clearly that the actions of the appellant and co-accused disclosed personal data and even went ahead to procure the disclosure of the data to online fraudsters leading to subsequent attacks, this therefore shows that the appellant committed an offence under Data Protection Act 1998.
8.13
The issue of whether the evidence was enough raises the question of whether the court was right in sentencing the appellants based on the admission interview, data files and whatsapp conversation submitted in court. In the case of (Ellis v DPP, 2001 8.14 The appeal claim case, (R v Connor Douglas Allsopp, 2019 ) the appellant pleaded that, although he knowingly participated in the "computer hacking" process by requesting for the dump file from Hanley and submitting it to online fraudster his actions were not severe and were driven by immaturity and desire to demonstrate dexterity to peers. The Judges were right to use the case of (R v Mudd, 2017) which demonstrates both considerate aspects of immaturity for young offenders whose desire to commit a crime is driven by the essence of showing their ability to peers, therefore taking into account the age of the offender while at the same time passing severe sentence is enough deterrence for any young cybercriminal with the same intentions or motives.
8.15
Further analysis of (R v Mudd, 2017) 
8.18
In conclusion I submit that the junior court was more concerned with expedited justice rather than considering comprehensive aspects of laws contravened and the decision by appeal court to uphold the sentencing did not cure the problem either way.
While I agree partly with the appeal court, considering the limitations to the issues raised, the utmost concern is driven by the fact that suspension of sentence plea was not issued as that would have established in details the criminal capability of the appellant in the subsequent attacks and blackmail of TalkTalk CEO.
